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An Analysis of Sketching Skill and
Its Role in Early Stage
Engineering Design
Previous studies have demonstrated the importance of sketching in design cognition,
particularly in the early stages of engineering design. The goal of this preliminary study
is to consider the role of a designer’s sketching ability and to examine the potential link
between sketching skill and measures of engineering design performance. Sketching abil-
ity was evaluated on three distinct aspects relevant to engineering design: visual recall,
rendering, and novel visualization. These evaluations were correlated with each other
and with measures for sketch fluency, reviewer ranking, and design project outcome. The
results of this study suggest that sketching skill is not comprehensive nor is it solely task
based. Rather, a designer’s sketching ability lies between these two poles. Positive cor-
relations were found between the quantity of sketches produced and two of the sketching
skills that emphasize drawing facility, but a negative correlation was found between
sketch quantity and a skill related to mechanism visualization. No conclusive correlations
were found between the sketching skills and design outcome and reviewer ranking. This
study’s findings suggest an important interplay between a designer’s ability to sketch and
their ability to visualize in their heads or through prototypes. Results also suggest that
designers who are given sketch instruction tended to draw more overall.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2712214�
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Introduction
Sketching is an activity that often takes place throughout the

ngineering design process and is valuable for both capturing and
ommunicating design ideas �1,2�. The significance of represent-
ng design concepts through sketches has been discussed in depth
y many theorists �3–7�. In particular, sketching has been closely
inked with promoting design thinking and creativity �8–10�. In
act, sketching is often thought of as a “language” for design in
hich the designer maintains a dialogue with the external repre-

entation �11–14�. Iteration, a key activity in design �15�, is ap-
arent during sketching and is believed to indicate the occurrence
f new design knowledge �16,17�.

If sketching is the language of design cognition, it would seem
hat proficiency in that language might impact both the design
rocess and performance. Broadly speaking, what is the role of
ketching skill in engineering design? This paper considers four
spects of sketching in the context of design, including the nature
f sketching skill, its relation to design outcome, the influence of
ketching instruction in sketching skill, and how sketching skill
elates to team project documentation. It is based on preliminary
esearch presented earlier by the authors �18�. Specific questions
his research examines include the following:

1. What is the nature of sketching skill in the context of engi-
eering design? Is drawing ability an innate, universal skill �“he’s
good sketcher, he can draw anything”� or are differences in

bility defined at a lower level?
Because sketching is, in part, a reflection of the cognitive ac-

ivities of the designer, it is instructive to refer to research in
ental imagery ability to develop a framework for understanding
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sketching skill. Mental imagery is defined as the recall of an im-
age stored in memory, and drawings are conceptions of these men-
tal images. Kosslyn �19–21� describes three possible views of
mental imagery ability: �i� Imagery ability is an innate, compre-
hensive “trait;” An individual is either “good” or “bad” at all types
of imagery. �ii� Imagery ability is a task-based skill; an individual
may perform well on one imagery task but may not necessarily
perform well on another task. �iii� Imagery ability is defined
somewhere between �i� and �ii� such that some subsystem of im-
agery skills are drawn on for specific tasks. Kosslyn’s work
�19–21� supports the third option as an appropriate model of men-
tal imagery skill.

This study hypothesizes that sketching ability can be described
in a similar fashion and that not all sketching skills are created
equal in the context of the engineering design process. An indi-
vidual who might excel at rendering a realistic object placed in
front of them might not be as good at drawing a similar object
from memory. Distinct sketch tasks were given to designers to
assess their facility with each, and to understand the relationship,
if any, between the various skills.

2. How is sketching ability linked to the design process, in
particular, with sketch fluency and design outcome? It is surmised
that someone who has a high level of drawing facility might per-
form better on some measures of design outcome. First, it is hy-
pothesized that those who draw better also draw more while en-
gaged in the engineering design process. Second, this paper
considers whether higher drawing facility has a positive correla-
tion with design performance.

3. What is the role of sketch instruction in design outcome?
From an educational point of view, design activity involves dif-
ferent types of intelligences. Gardner �22� describes logical-
mathematical and spatial intelligences that are consistent with the
skills needed by successful engineering designers. Painters, in
contrast, are typically assumed to be stronger primarily in the
spatial intelligence.

Engineering students traditionally are assessed on their math-

ematical and verbal abilities and less by their visualization skills.
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any engineering undergraduates in the United States are in-
tructed in drafting and computer-aided design �CAD�, but rarely
n sketching. Does the teaching of sketching skills correlate with
etter design? Understanding the role of sketching in design will
rovide insights for better design education and better interpreta-
ion of observable design activity in our quest to understand the
esign activities and cognitive processes that occur during the
esign process.

4. How does sketching skill relate to how a team accomplishes
ts group work? Much of engineering design takes place in the
ontext of a team in which individuals have complementary func-
ional, problem-solving, and interpersonal skills �23�. Sketching
elates to all three of these aspects of teaming in that it is a func-
ional skill, is an important element of design cognition, and fur-
her operates as a communication medium among team members
s well as a shared repository of ideas for the collective group �1�.
he question this study poses is: Do individuals with stronger
rawing skills contribute more sketching to group design docu-
entation than their teammates with weaker drawing skills?

Related Work

2.1 Sketch Classification. There is little research that specifi-
ally considers sketching skill in engineering design. However,
here has been much research in classifying sketches by type or
unction. Ullman �1�, Ferguson �24�, and van der Lugt �25� for-
ulated categories that can be described generally as thinking

ketches that aid in cognition, prescriptive sketches that serve as a
lueprint for design work, talking sketches that provide a focus
or design team discussion, and storing sketches that are a reposi-
ory for ideas. Goel �5� classifies sketches as incremental or refin-
ng idea transformations. Other work has labeled sketches by the
hysical elements of the sketch �shading, dimensions, annotation,
tc.�, which are typically independent of the content and meaning
f the sketch itself �26,27�. None of these approaches, however,
onsider the quality of a particular sketch or the drawing abilities
f the designer.

2.2 Sketching and Design Outcome. Sketching as an activity
as been linked to design outcome in other studies. Schütze et al.
28� found that design teams who were permitted to sketch while
oming up with a design produced a higher-quality solution than
hose who were deprived of the opportunity to sketch. Song and
gogino �29� observed the positive relationship between the

mount of three-dimensional �3D� perspective sketching and de-
ign outcome. Yang �30� found that the quantity of dimensioned
rawings created early in the design cycle is significantly linked
ith design outcome. Ruder and Sobek �31� consider the link
etween system-level design activities, including sketching, and
ime profiles of design. However, there is no research about the
ndividual’s assessed drawing skill and how it might relate to de-
ign outcome.

Methods
To explore the research questions presented, this preliminary

tudy assessed the sketching ability of a group of undergraduate
ovice designers �predominantly juniors� using a set of sketching
asks that take into consideration these different aspects of sketch-
ng ability. Performance on the sketching tasks was then corre-
ated with design sketch activity, as captured by their design log
ooks, and also correlated with design outcome in a four-week
ngineering design class project at the California Institute of Tech-
ology. The impact of teaching sketching skills on sketching ac-
ivity by looking at differences in sketch fluency for a subset of
he students, who enrolled in a sketching and CAD course taught
uring the same quarter, was explored. Finally, the role of
ketching-ability team project documentation was considered.

3.1 Survey of Sketching Ability. At the beginning of the

erm, students completed a survey to assess their drawing skill.

ournal of Mechanical Design
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The survey presented the students with two questions followed by
three sketching tasks. The students were given approximately
10 min to complete the following survey:

1. Do you consider yourself good at drawing? �multiple choice
answer: “nope,” “not really,” “kind of,” “yes,” and “you
betcha”�.

2. List previous experience with drawing/sketching �hobby,
classes, etc.�.

3. In three minutes, draw a bicycle with as much detail as
possible.

4. Hold out the items given to you in your nondominant hand
�left hand for right-handed persons�. In 3 min, make a draw-
ing of your hand and the items �items given were two small
candy bars�.

5. Visualize and draw the following in 2 min: A rectangular
box that is open at the top. Inside the box is a rubber ball.
The front of the box has a large button, and each side of the
box has a large “X” painted on it.

These sketching tasks were designed to emphasize different hy-
pothesized aspects of sketching ability that may be applied during
the engineering design process:

• Mechanical recall. Sketching a bicycle from memory em-
phasizes the ability to recall and visualize nontrivial func-
tional mechanical structures and mechanisms. It was as-
sumed that most, if not all, students had seen and likely
ridden a bicycle, so that it was a familiar object. This task
directly tested the ability to activate information stored in
memory as mental images.

• Drawing facility. Sketching an organic object from a live
model emphasizes the ability to create clear, realistic, well-
composed drawings, as the task requires little imagination or
ability to visualize.

• Novel visualization. Sketching a three-dimensional object
from a verbal description emphasizes the ability to visualize
novel objects by merging three simple, familiar objects.

These proposed aspects of sketching ability seek to decouple
some of the different skills necessary in translating and transform-
ing ideas in mechanical design into visual representations. For
example, mechanical recall is a skill that may be more related to a
person’s ability to grasp and manipulate spatial constructions,
while drawing facility is hypothetically more related to a person’s
hand-eye coordination, sense of visual balance and practice in
sketching.

3.2 Assessment of Sketching Skills. Sketching ability in the
engineering design process is challenging to consider, in part, be-
cause of the subjectivity of what constitutes a “good” or a “bad”
sketch. Aspects of sketches that are often taken into account are
representational accuracy �realism�, drawing style, and level of
detail. In this study, performance on the sketching tasks was as-
sessed by first determining a clear scoring criterion for each task
and then binning each sketch into one of five levels of perfor-
mance according to that criterion. Sketches were judged indepen-
dently by three judges �sketching judges� with professional back-
grounds in product design and engineering. Sketches for each task
were graded separately. Figure 1 shows representative examples
of the sketches for each task.

The bicycle recall task was graded on the basis of whether the
sketch demonstrated a clear grasp of the concept, structure, and
operation of a bicycle �Does this look like a bicycle? Are the
essential components, such as a frame, wheels, chain, etc.,
present? Are these components connected in such a way that it is
believable that this bike could work mechanically?�. The bicycle
task is of particular interest in the context of mechanical design
because mechanical engineering students are likely to possess a
natural affinity for mechanical devices. The live model task was

graded on the basis of the sketch’s accuracy on proportions of the
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and, realism, and level of sketch detail �Does this look like a
and?�. The box visualization task was graded on the basis of
orrect proportion of the object, accuracy of three-dimensional
erspective and overall realism �Does it seem like the ball actually
its correctly in the box?�.

3.3 Sketch Fluency. There are a number of ways that ideas
ight be assessed in sketch, such as the range of sketches ex-

lored and the innovativeness of a particular idea. This study fo-
uses exclusively on the volume of ideas, in part, because it is a
elatively objective yet informative measure.

For the final project, each student worked individually or in
eams of up to four people. Over four weeks, each team/individual
elected a project from a preapproved list of mechanical design
rojects �e.g., a can opener� or proposed their own project �e.g., a
pice and condiment dispenser� subject to approval by the instruc-
ors, then designed and built their design in the machine shop.
wo representative projects from the course are shown in Fig. 2.
ne is a multiwheeled vehicle, the other is a mechanical system

or simulating the motion of a fish fin. The instructors included a
caling factor for the grade based on their assessment of the
roject difficulty and scope, and the individual student or team’s
apabilities.

ig. 1 Representative drawings for the three sketch tasks.
evel 1 demonstrates lowest drawing facility, while level 5
hows highest facility.

ig. 2 Sample projects from surveyed engineering design
ourse: Left, multiwheeled vehicle and right, mechanical proto-

ype to simulate motion of fish

78 / Vol. 129, MAY 2007
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To understand the students’ drawing fluency �quantity of draw-
ing�, this study examined the paper design logbooks each student
kept for the course’s final project. All students were given basic
guidelines on the use of logbooks as a repository of ideas. Log-
books are unique in these courses because they are primarily an
individual medium, rather than a collaborative platform. The log-
book is an archive of the individual design dialogues of each
student designer and, thus, a comprehensive recording of their
design thinking that can serve as a useful archive for understand-
ing design activity. Many of the drawings in logbooks were frag-
mentary, informal line drawings �both two-dimensional �2D� and
3D�, with little detail or shading, that appear to be “thinking”
drawings. This is consistent with the findings in the study by Song
and Agogino �29� in which the vast majority of sketches were
thinking drawings. This suggests that the logbook drawings were
intended for the designer himself, rather than for presentation to
the greater team.

During the final project, each individual was asked to maintain
a logbook of their design ideas in text and sketches. Students were
informed that use of the logbooks would constitute a small per-
centage of their overall grade. Each sketch included in the log-
book was counted individually. On some occasions, sketches from
other team members were inserted into another’s logbook, and
these sketches were not included in the count. In this preliminary
study, the quality, type, and content of the logbook sketches were
not considered, only the raw number of drawings were.

3.4 Role of Sketching Instruction. To explore whether the
explicit instruction of sketching skills can be linked to design
activity, we analyzed differences between the two following sub-
sets of the students involved in the study:

Without sketch instruction: This included 18 students enrolled
in the introductory mechanical engineering design course previ-
ously described. Students learned design methodologies, basic
machine shop skills, and were given three hands-on, open-ended
design projects over the quarter.

With sketch instruction: This included 14 students also enrolled
in the same above-mentioned mechanical engineering course and
simultaneously enrolled in a unique course that allowed students
to practice their sketching skills and also taught them to use a
CAD software package. The course consisted of weekly in-class
demonstrations of sketching techniques for perspective drawing of
complex rectangular and curved objects, shading techniques,
drawing of simple human figures, sketches to communicate the
senses of action and emotion, storyboarding, and techniques for
illustrating mechanisms. Sketch instruction took place during the
first half of the school quarter, while the final engineering design
project took place in the second half. Students thus had sketch
instruction prior to the final design project, with a small amount of
overlap. During the second half of the quarter, the demonstrations
were on basic CAD techniques for creating common 3D shapes,
assemblies, and engineering drawings. Weekly homework was as-
signed to students to practice sketching and CAD skills.

3.5 Design Project Outcome. The quality of the final design
projects were assessed through final project grades and by the
evaluation of two external design judges who are practicing me-
chanical design engineers in industry �project judges�. Each judge
separately examined the final project devices for their design,
functionality, and level of craftsmanship, and then rank ordered
the projects. The final project grades were assessed by the instruc-
tor of the course �not the authors� and were computed indepen-
dently of the judges’ rankings.

3.6 Correlation. The Spearman Ranking Correlation �32� for
nonparametric populations was used to test for correlations be-
tween the different data variables. The Spearman correlation co-

efficient Rs is computed as follows:
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Rs = 1 −

6 · �
i=1

N

di
2

N3 − N
�1�

here N is the sample size and di=Xi−Yi. X and Y are the ordinal
anks of the variables being correlated, in this case design data
nd design outcome. Rs can take on a value between −1 and 1. If
1�Rs�0, then there is a negative correlation between the two
ata sets. If 0�Rs�1, then there is a positive correlation. In this
tudy, 32 of 33 students completed the sketch survey; thus, in
xperiments that considered sketching skill assume N=32 stu-
ents, the correlation is considered statistically significant if Rs
0.296 for a significance level, or a probability of error, of �

0.10 �two tailed�. For experiments that do not consider sketching
kill, N=33 students, Rs�0.291 for �=0.10 �two tailed�.

Results and Discussion

4.1 Aspects of Sketching Ability. Table 1 shows the correla-
ion coefficients between the average judged scores in the three
ifferent sketching tasks. “Bike” refers to scores in the bicycle
ecall task, “Hand” refers to scores in the live model drawing task,
nd “Box” refers to scores in the box visualization task. Note that
here was strong agreement on the ratings for the three tasks
mong the three sketching judges. The pairwise correlations be-
ween ratings from each of the judges were all statistically signifi-
ant, ranging from 0.85 to 0.89 for the bike task, 0.63 to 0.85 for
he hand task, and 0.60 to 0.72 for the box task.

Consider these results in the context of Kosslyn’s �19–21� logic
or mental imagery ability. There are three likely expected results
or correlations. First, if sketching is an innate, comprehensive
kill �an inherent trait of an individual�, that is, some individuals
re always good at sketching while others are never good at
ketching, then it would be expected that sketch tasks �bike, hand,
nd box� would be highly correlated. Being good at one task
eans being good at all tasks. Likewise, poor performance at one

ask would mean poor performance across all tasks.
The second possible scenario would be that sketching skill is

ask based, meaning that some individuals are strong at certain
ketch tasks �the bike, for example� but not at others. If this were
he case, there would be no �zero� correlation between the sketch
asks.

However, the results suggest a third scenario, similar to the
hird theory proposed by Kosslyn �19–21�, that sketching skill lies
omewhere between the two scenarios. The correlations are some-
here between uncorrelated and strongly correlated, ranging from
.055 to 0.243 between the tasks.

Of the three tasks, the hand and box tasks have positive �but not
tatistically significant� correlations, while the bike task has lower
orrelation with the hand task and is effectively uncorrelated with
he box task. Doing well in one task does not correlate with doing
ell in the other tasks. In other words, it appears that the skills

equired for each task are somewhat, but not wholly, independent.
ndependence between the different skills supports their selection
s distinct aspects of sketching ability that are distributed differ-
ntly among the surveyed participants.

4.2 Sketching Ability and Sketch Fluency. What is the re-

able 1 Correlation between sketch tasks: N=32, RsÐ0.296
or �=0.10

Correlation coefficient, Rs

ike and hand 0.193
ike and box 0.055
and and box 0.243
ationship between the various individual sketching tasks and the

ournal of Mechanical Design
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quantity of sketches produced in each participant’s design log-
book? Table 2 shows there is a distinct difference in correlation
with sketch fluency between scores in the bike task and scores in
the hand and box tasks. Both hand and box tasks are significantly
correlated ��=0.10� with the total number of sketches. This im-
plies that drawing well in a general sense correlates positively
with total sketch output �the total amount of hand-drawn visual
information recorded in their logbooks�. In this case, it appears
that performance in the bicycle recall task is uncorrelated with
total sketch output.

Correlations with the number of perspective sketches show in-
teresting results. Scores in the hand task correlated positively with
the total number of perspective sketches. However, scores in the
bike task correlated negatively with the total number of perspec-
tive sketches. In other words, participants who demonstrated a
capacity to accurately recall nonsimple mechanical structures and
mechanisms were less likely to draw three-dimensional perspec-
tive sketches.

Although these results are still preliminary, the differences in
correlation between scores in the bike and hand tasks suggest the
following observation: What designers choose to put down on
paper seems to depend on an interplay between how well they can
draw �high score on the hand task�, and how much they need to
draw �low score on the bike task�. Having facility at drawing may
make a designer more likely to use sketches in design, but only if
he/she lacks skill in recalling and visualizing complex mecha-
nisms. Conversely, a designer with talent for mentally grasping
mechanisms but with poor facility for drawing may be more likely
to choose to work out the design in his/her head, and not utilize
sketches at all.

This theory is given credence from the work of Song and Ago-
gino �29�, which found that logbook sketches tend to be largely
“thinking” sketches. It is inferred that those who tend to perform
well in the hand and box tasks tend to “think” in their logbooks,
while those who “work things out in their head” tend to draw less.

4.3 Sketching and Design Outcome. The above results indi-
cate that there are somewhat different skills involved in sketching
ability and that these skills together may influence how likely a
designer is to use sketches in their design thinking. The next ques-
tion is whether these differences influence design outcome, as
measured by project grade, overall class grade, and average
project reviewer ranking.

It is interesting to consider the consistency of the three metrics
of design outcome, as measured by the correlation among the
three metrics. The correlation between project grade and overall
class grade was, not surprisingly, statistically significant �Rs

=0.89�. In addition, the rankings of the two outside project judges
also correlated in a statistically significant way with each other
�Rs=0.59�. However, both judges’ rankings correlated negatively
with project grade �Rs=−0.22�, perhaps because project grades
take into consideration the process involved in developing a
project, while the reviewers rankings are solely based on re-
sponses to the final device itself.

Table 3 shows the correlation coefficients between sketch flu-

Table 2 Sketching tasks and sketch quantity: N=32, Rs
Ð0.296 for �=0.10. Statistically significant correlations are in
bold.

Correlation coefficient, Rs

Total
sketches

Perspective sketches
only

Bike 0.153 −0.216
Hand 0.296 0.222
Box 0.289 0.084
ency for total sketches and perspective sketches only, and design
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utcome as measured by the three metrics described. In terms of
ketch fluency, there are positive but not significant correlations
etween the total number of hand-drawn sketches and all three
esign outcome measures. Perspective sketches are thought to re-
ect more developed sketching skills. These results show that
uch sketches are almost uncorrelated with project or overall
rade, but positively correlated with the ranking given by the
roject judges.

Table 4 shows the correlation coefficients between the three
ketching tasks and the design outcome measures. Overall class
rade is virtually uncorrelated with any sketching skill, and the
verage project reviewer ranking is either negatively correlated or
ncorrelated with sketching skill. Project grade is positively cor-
elated with the box task �novel visualization�, which is most
losely associated with design synthesis but is uncorrelated with
he remaining two tasks.

Overall, these results show no clear trend of correlation be-
ween sketch fluency and design outcome or between sketch abil-
ty and design outcome for the three sketching tasks and outcome

easures examined. It should be emphasized that in this study, the
hree design outcomes were not consistent with each other, mak-
ng it difficult to draw more reliable conclusions. In this particular
ase, however, the quality of the final design does not appear to
epend significantly on the overall output of the designers’ sketch
ctivity or their perceived facility with drawing or visualization.

These results lend further support to the possibility that sketch-
ng activity may reflect design thinking for some individuals and
ot others. If sketching activity is more a result of the designer’s
eed for external visual representation, then designers without that
eed will likely choose to carry out more of the design process
nternally. Thus, sketching activity in design appears to be a be-
avioral output, based the designer’s preferences and cognitive
bilities. The fact that design outcome appears to be uncorrelated
o measures of sketching ability or quantity of sketching activity
imply confirms that the design process depends on many skills
nd many factors, and not just on particular skills in visualization
r sketching ability. Being a good or prolific sketcher �a “good
rtist”� or having good mechanical sense �being a “gear head”�
oes not mean that one is also a good designer.

4.4 Role of Sketch Instruction. The findings above suggest
hat sketching is an important medium for design thinking for
ome, but not all, designers. Does providing designers with basic

able 3 Sketches by type and design outcome: N=33, Rs
0.291 for �=0.10

Correlation coefficient, Rs

Project
grade

Overall
class
grade

Avg. project
reviewer
ranking

otal sketches 0.170 0.182 0.132
erspective
ketches only

0.012 0.084 0.267

able 4 Sketches by task and design outcome: N=32, Rs
0.296 for �=0.10

ask

Correlation coefficient, Rs

Project
grade

Which is
most clo

grade

Avg. project
reviewer
ranking

ike −0.039 0.074 −0.163
and 0.027 0.084 −0.167
ox 0.226 0.084 0.032
80 / Vol. 129, MAY 2007
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instruction in sketching play a role in how much an individual
sketches? Or is it linked to how well he/she does on a project?
Table 5 shows the average number of drawings found in student
logbooks. The first column is of students who were not taking the
concurrent class that included explicit sketching instruction. The
second column is of students who were taking the sketching/CAD
course. It should be noted that the students enrolled in the
sketching/CAD course are self-selected, rather than a random
sample. It is possible that those who took the sketching/CAD
course generally had a stronger interest in visualization than those
not enrolled.

In each case, the average number of drawings is higher for the
students who had taken the course with sketch instruction �though
not statistically significantly�. This was true whether the number
of CAD drawings was taken into account or not. CAD drawings
and hand sketches were considered separately because CAD
drawings were often used more as a later stage communication
tool rather than a thinking sketch, and it was assumed that the
students in the drawing course would be more facile with CAD
tools because they had been exposed to CAD software tools. Per-
spective drawings, in particular, are of interest because they likely
reflect some skill in sketching. Overall, it appears that the explicit
instruction of sketching may result in higher sketching output,
though this is not conclusive. The lack of significance in the dif-
ference is largely due to the large variance in the number of
sketches produced, indicating again that sketch activity depends
on many factors besides sketching skill.

The last three rows show average sketching skill ratings for the
two populations. It should also be noted that students who had
sketching instruction started out with somewhat higher scores for
the survey tasks for the bike and hand tasks, but not for the box
task. This illustrates the relative initial disparities between the two
populations.

4.5 Sketching and Teams. Finally, this study examined the
role of sketching skill in the context of team project documenta-
tion. Teams can divide their work in a number of ways, and pre-
sumably one of the motivations for assigning certain tasks is
based on functional abilities. The question asked is: Do teams tend
to rely on the “best” drawer for accomplishing the drawings in
their group project documentation? To examine this, we looked at
the group project reports submitted by design teams.

Each team was required to submit a report on their project
design, including an illustrated morphology chart with sketches of
possible design alternatives, and a detailed sketch of their final
project idea. It was assumed that teams would take one of two
tacks in creating this report: �i� an individual “scribe” would draw
up the report, presumably with input from other team members, or
�ii� team members would “share” the work roughly equally
whereby each team member would produce one section of the
report and aggregate the sections at the end.

Table 5 Sketch instruction and sketch quantity

Not
enrolled in

sketch/CAD
course

Enrolled in
sketch/CAD course

Percent
Change

�%�

Avg.
sketches
incl. CAD

51 73.1 43

Avg.
sketches

35.8 57.3 60

Avg.
perspective sketches

11.5 24.3 112

Avg. bike 2.7 3.0 12
Avg. hand 2.3 2.6 15
Avg. box 2.7 2.3 −15
In this course, students were permitted to self-select their teams
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nd also had the option to work individually. Of the 21 projects in
he course, there were nine project teams with two to four mem-
ers, and twelve individual projects.

It was hypothesized that if teams opted for a designated scribe
o create the group reports, they would likely choose the team

ember with the highest-rated drawing skills to make the
ketches. Two of the nine groups followed a scribe model �teams

and B in Table 6� in which one team member handwrote and
roduced drawings and text for the shared report, and in one of
hese teams, the scribe was the strongest drawer on the team. It
as also hypothesized that if a team shared the report creation
uties among its members, the strongest drawer would be respon-
ible for the sketching aspects, leaving the nonsketching portions
o the other members of the team who had lower sketching skill.
ive of the nine groups followed such a shared model of report
reation �teams C–F, plus another team for whom complete data
ere unavailable�. In three of these cases, a single person was the

designated sketcher” �teams C–E�, and indeed, in each of these
ases, this individual had the highest average sketch scores. In the
ther two teams �team F plus the team with incomplete data�,
eam members shared sketching duties equally. Interestingly, the
wo remaining teams �teams G and H� followed an altogether
nexpected model in which team members created their entire
eports individually and submitted them independently of each
ther.

Table 6 also shows percentage difference in average sketching
kill between the drawers and the remaining team members. In-
erestingly, in teams B–E, the “drawer” on the team had substan-
ially higher ratings than their nondrawer counterparts �40.5–
6.4 % higher�, meaning that the drawer’s skills stood out in
omparison to his or her teammates. However, in the case of team
, the difference between the lower rated drawer and his team-
ates with stronger drawing skills was smaller �22%�, suggesting

hat the skills in this team were more comparable to each other.
verall, only five of the nine teams had a single drawer, but in

our of these five teams this individual had the highest drawing
atings. These results suggest that only some teams rely on a
ingle drawer, but those that do tend to favor the drawer with the
trongest skills.

Conclusions
This preliminary study explored three aspects of sketching

kills in engineering design, and the link between various sketch
asks, sketch fluency, and design outcome, as well as connections
ith sketch instruction and team functional division. The results

able 6 Comparison of sketching skills for drawers on project
eams

Team

Avg.
sketch
skill

Diff.
�%�

ingle
rawer
or team

A Drawer 2.00 22.2
Rest of team 2.44

B Drawer 2.56 56.5
Rest of team 1.11

C Drawer 3.00 44.4
Rest of team 1.67

D Drawer 2.33 47.6
Rest of team 1.22

E Drawer 4.11 40.5
Rest of team 2.44

hared
rawinga

F Drawer 1 2.56 �8.7
Drawer 2 2.78 8.0

ndependent G Drawer 1 2.89 7.7
Drawer 2 2.67 �8.3

H Drawer 1 3.78 39.7
Drawer 2 2.44 �20.5
Drawer 3 2.11 �47.4

Complete data not available for one team.
uggest the following answers to the research questions proposed:

ournal of Mechanical Design
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1. What is the nature of sketching skill in the context of engi-
neering design?

All sketching skills are not created equal. Often, sketching is
thought of an innate, comprehensive skill, but in the context of
engineering design, this study suggests that there are clear differ-
ences among various types of sketching skills. It was found that
there was virtually no correlation between the mechanical recall
drawing task and the visualization sketch tasks, while there were
positive but not significant correlations between the other tasks.
This implies that the individual tasks require different cognitive
skills and that, in particular, mechanical recall �bike task� is some-
what distinct from the other skills. These findings further suggest
that the ability to sketch is not entirely task based either, meaning
that an individual is only good at some tasks but not others.
Sketching ability lies somewhere in between the two extremes.
These findings are consistent with Kosslyn’s observations of men-
tal imagery ability �19–21�.

2. How is sketching ability linked to the design process, in
particular, its association with sketch fluency and design out-
come?

It had been hypothesized that how much designers sketch may
be partly determined by how well they draw, but it may also be
based on how much they can work things out without drawing. It
was true that those who did well on the hand and box tasks also
tended to draw more in their logbooks overall. However, it was
found that the mechanical recall task was negatively correlated
with the quantity of perspective drawing. Perhaps those students
with good mechanical recall ability are able to visualize designs in
their heads �without committing to paper� and do not need to
sketch well or often. In fact, a common complaint among some
students is that they do not want to keep logbooks because their
work is already “all in their head.” In this study, logbooks were
used as a tool for capturing design thinking through sketches and
text. Thus, for those students who preferred this mode of “in-my-
head” thinking, the logbook activity may not fully reflect their
design thinking.

These findings suggest that sketches are only one avenue for
designers to represent their thinking. Individuals who do not draw
may presumably be doing something else visually or at least cog-
nitively; that is, they are working out things in some other way
that is not apparent in their sketch ability or sketch quantity. They
make work these things out in their head or in prototypes or
through discussing things verbally or in text.

Does better sketching also mean better design? Sketching is
often linked to design cognition, and it was thought that the
sketching ability might also correlate with engineering design per-
formance. In this particular study, no clear relationship was found
between performance on the three sketch tasks surveyed and the
design outcomes tested. The chief measures used in this study
were total sketch quantity and project grade. This study shows
little correlation between the total amount of drawing of any type
and the grades received in the course. “Good” sketchers did not
necessarily do well on the project or vice versa. One likely expla-
nation is that the engineering design process is complex and re-
quires many different skills, and sketching is only one of these.
For example, the engineering project that was examined in this
study required not just engineering design skills but also the abil-
ity to produce a physical device using machine tools as well as to
manage one’s time on the project.

These preliminary observations suggest that while sketching ac-
tivity can reflect design thinking, it is an activity affected by many
factors, including drawing skill and visualization ability, and in
some cases might even be viewed as a behavioral consequence
rather than a key element of design thinking.

3. What is the role of sketch instruction in design outcome?
It was hypothesized that providing students with sketch instruc-

tion would lead to them becoming more proficient and possibly
more motivated sketchers and engineers. It was found that, on

average, students who received sketch instruction did do more
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ketching but with no change on their grades or project rankings.
owever, this increase in sketching is subject to a good deal of
ariability, which suggests that the increase could be due to any
umber of other factors, such as an individual’s interest in sketch-
ng. Just because a student is given some instruction in sketching
oes not mean that they will actually be motivated to sketch. It
hould be mentioned again that the two populations compared
ere not randomly selected, and that the students who took the

ketch/CAD course in question began with higher facility in
ketching than their counterparts who did not enroll in the sketch/
AD course.
4. How does sketching skill relate to how a team accomplishes

ts group work?
It was surmised that those with generally stronger sketching

kills would be tapped for drawing duties in team project docu-
entation because of their stronger skills. Of the five teams in
hich a single drawer produced sketches for the entire team, four

mployed the strongest sketcher for the job. However, four other
eams chose to share drawing duties equally or conduct their work
ltogether independently. This suggests that teams who opt to se-
ect a single individual to complete drawing tasks tend to assign
he tasks to the strongest drawer.

Future Work
Design is a complex activity with many potential factors that

an influence its outcome. In particular, it is difficult to tease out
otentially confounding variables in the design process and in the
ature of the designers themselves. In this study, we considered
nly the role of sketching ability in the design process. Sketching
ctivity may provide a tool with which to observe design thinking.

hat motivates a particular designer to use sketches in design?
uture work should examine other potentially relevant factors that
ay affect sketching behavior, such as the role of an individual’s
otivation or personality, and the nature of a design task.

Implications for Engineering Design Education. Many engi-
eering undergraduates in the United States are provided with
nstruction in drafting and CAD, but it is less common to teach
ketching skills for concept generation and exploration. CAD
ools are typically used in the later stages of the design process
33�, when ideas are more solidified. In the initial stages of design,
hen flexibility is important, the designer’s ability to quickly

ketch and visualize ideas may play a more important role.
The general philosophy is that students need visualization skills

n the same way they need math or verbal skills, and that empha-
is should be placed on sketching and ideation techniques in en-
ineering education. For example, Stanford University offers a
andatory course in “visual thinking” �3� for mechanical engi-

eering undergraduates, and mechanical engineering students at
altech are encouraged to take the visualization course described

n this paper.
This work suggests that educators should be cognizant of the

ype of sketching that is being taught. Sketching in engineering
esign is not merely the ability to draw something accurately or
ealistically as in drafting, but the ability to represent and generate
ovel engineering solutions.
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